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William Smith Clark (1826-1886)
.

Clark was a pioneer oflnternational education, a fine
teacher, and a distinguisned geoIogist, botanist, and
orator. An admired professor at Amherst College
for fifteen years, Clark served from 1867 to 1879
as president of Massachusetts Agricultural Còllege

(MAC), now the University of Massachusetts,
Amerst. His colleagues and students describéd him as
a captivating teacher who used all types offirst-hapd
experiences to ilustrate his talks. He was~ an excellent

conversationalist, and his energy for exploring hils
and valleys on foot or by horse was legendary. He and
his wife HarrÎet had eleven children, eight of whom
survived infancy.
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Clark became well known in New England as an advocate. for'
the new system of public colleges promoting awell-rounded and practical education.
His name. and strong i¡eputation were introduced to the Japanese representatives in
Washington, D.C. by General Horace Capron, U.S. Co.missionerofAgricultue, and
in 1876 the Japanese governent retained ClarK, along with several graduates of MAC,
to assist in founding an agricultural college in the city of Sapporo on the northern island
ofHokkaido. The Japanese governent was in the process of colonizing Hokkaido and
wanted to develop agriculture and associated industries there in contrast to the gathering, ~ .
fishing,. and hunting lifestyle of the indigenous Ainu people. The Ainu continue to live
in Hokkaido and enrich the cultural mix of the beautiful, wooded island which is similar .
in latitude and size to the state of Maine. Clark was to be president of the college and his
young assistants its core' faculty.

During Clark's eight month tenure (July 31, 1876-
April 16, 1877) as president of Sapporo Agricultual.
Çollege, (SAC; later Hokkaido Imperial University
and present-day Hokkaido University) he provided
an inspiring example of energetic leadership and
devoted teáching and had an enormous infuence
on the lives of his Japanese students. "Boys, be
ambitious. . ." was the key phrase of his farewell
speech; it became a slogan among the students at
SAC and today is included in all Japanese school
textbooks. The phrase is engraved b~neath an heroic

, statue of Clark that stands on the edge of a public
park in southern Sapporo, where he said his last
goodbyes to his students. Image on page 8
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Callgraphy by President
Mutsuo Nakamura, Hokkaido University
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Clark's American colleagues in Japan
Clark was accompanied to Japan by Wiliam Wheeler (MAC class of
l871), David P. Penhallow (MAC class of l873), and Wiliam Penn
Brooks (MAC class of 1875), who collectively carrie~ out Clark's
curricular plan for Sapporo Agricultu~al College through their own
devoted teaching. Wheeler and Penhàiiow each stayed three years, while
Brooks stayed fourteen years. Each served a tern as president of the
college, with Brooks serving twice.

Wiliam Wheeler, a civil engineer, designed the landmark Clock Tower in
downtown Sapporo. Wiliam Brooks maqaged the SAC farm and taught
agriculture. DavidPenhallow, originally from Canada, taught' chemistr
and botany. (See insert for more information.)

Sapporo Agricultural Cpllege's first graduates ,
Many pf the graduates from the firsttmee classes of Sapporo Agricultual School had
direct contact with Clark and much more contact with Wheeler, Penhallow, and Brooks.
Among the notable early graduates (family names given first) were:

Sato Shosuke (1856-l930): Earned a PhD from Johns Hopkins University, returned to
Hokkaido in time to save SAC from large budget cuts, and became its President (19l8-
193Ó) in its new incarnation as Hokkaido Imperial University.

,

,
Uchimura Kanzo (186l-l930): Continued his studies at Amherst College and Hartford
Seminary and founded the first independent branch of Japanese Christianity.

Miyabe Kingo (1860-l951): Earned a PhD from Harvard University in botany and
returned to Hokkaido to serve his alma mater; he also became the first director of
Sapporo's Botanical Gardens.

Nitobe Inazo (1862-l933): Continued
his studies at Johns Hopkins and earned
a PhD in Germany. His Bushido:
The Soul of Japan (1899) and other
writings on Japan made him the best-
known Japanese writer in the West,
during his lifetime. A member of the
Japanese delegation to the Versailes
Peace Conference, he became the
Undersecretary-General of the League
of Nations. His portrait is printed on the
Y5,000 note.

~

Callgraphy by Professor Shen Zhongwei

University of Massachsetts, Amherst
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Japanese Students Who Came to Amherst
Several adventurous youngJapanese men who were attracted by Clark's concept ofthe
broadly educated citizen farmer came to study at MAC durng its earliest period, They'

. included Naito (later Hori) Seitaro', Yuchi Sadamoto, Nomura Ichisuke, Yamao Inataro,
Uesugi Katsuyoshi, Nakashima Masanojyo, and Hashiguchi Bullo. Clark wArmly
welcomed them along with several other international students. Three of them planted a
garden.of Japanese plants near Durfee Conservatory. (See insert for more information.)

Building a foundation for the Clark Memorial
The idea of establishi11g a Clark

. memorial site on the Amherst
campus grew out of active
exchanges between faculty of
University of Massachusetts,
Amerst and Hokkaido University
in the 1950s and 1960s, followed
by undergraduate student
exchanges in,the 1970s and 1980s.
In addition to these connections, .
civic, cultural,' and economic
ties between Hokkaido and Massachusetts grew in the 1970s and 198Qs, leading to the
establishment of a sister-state relationship in 1990. Then Chancellor Joseph Duffey,
the Hokkaido Committee, and the International Programs Offèe at the University of

. Massachusetts, Amherst recommended that a memorial be placed at the site of Clark's
campus home to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of Clark's death.. ,

. In the fall of 1986, Barrie B. Greenbie, a professor of Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning at the University of Massachusetts, Amerst, invited Asakawa

, ' Shoichiro from Hokkaido University's Landscape Architecture Department and Takano
Fumiaki, an alumnus of Hokkaido, University and a practicing landscape architect, to
direct an advanced design studio for graduate students at the University of Massachusetts,
Amerst. Participants in..he design studio were asked to submit designs that reflected. I! .

- both Hokkaido and New
England landscapes or gardens
and also symbolized Clark

. and his contributions to both
universities. At the end of the
design phase, a panel of public
art and landscape professionals
reviewed the work of twenty-
two students and selected the
design of Todd A. Richardson

(MLA ' 87) for the Clark
MemoriaL.
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Text from plaques at the Wilam Smith Clark Memorial
L CLARK'S LEGACY:. As a result of Clark's pioneering spirit, the University
of Massachusetts and the University of Hokkaido have been associated for well over a
centu. In 1976 they instituted a formal sister~University relation. This was followed

in 1990 by a sister-state affliation between the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
the Prefectue of Hokkaido. Clark's fame went into eclipse in Amerst after his death
in l886, but his vital presence continned in Sapporo, where images of Clark dot the
University campus, the city, and the oùtlying countrside. School children learn about
hini throughout Japan. His greatest legacy to us here is as a symbol of international
understanding through education.

2. WILLIAM S.CLAR (1826-1886): Educator, scientist, politician and
outstanding citizen. Dr: Clark was a major presence in Amerst in the 19thcentury,'and
remains a larger-than-life figure throughout Japan to this day. The collaboration between
faculty and stu'dents in landscape architectue. at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst and the University of Hokkaido in Sapporo, Japan, which led to this memorial
to Dr. Clark, is a fitting trbute to the man who helped found and became the fuctioning .
president of both institutions.. This central stone syÍbolizes his enduring infuence on his
students. Important aspects of his life are described on plaques at vectors emanating from
this focal point. '

3. This section of wall, symbolizing'the past, is a silhouette of Wiliam S. Clark's.
family home, destroyed by fire in l890, where he livedwith his wife Henrietta and their
eleven children. In its day, this was on~ of the grandest houses in Amerst; receptions
hel~ there while Clark was president of Massachusetts Agricultue College were major
social events. A large barn housing horses which the Clarks loved stood behind the house
which at that time looked 'out across open campus fields. . · '

4. This section ofwaJlis a silhouette of the present campus afthe University of
Hokkaido, seen against the outline of the mountains of Sappbro in the wall behi:nd. The
tower above this plaque Ís of Agricultual Hall, . landmark to generations of Hokudai
students. Beyond is the actual campus of the University of Massachusetts. The '
placement o.fthese views symbolizes the j?int history of the two institutions today.

5. WILLIAM SMITH CLAR MEMORIL
Project Owner Director Peter A. Wozniak
UMass Ars Council Landscape Architect
University of Wiliam A. Lambert, ASLA
Massachusetts at Amerst
DirectorMarjorie Tuttle

Barrie S. Greenbie
Shoichiro Asakawa
Fumiaka Takano

"

Project Manager
Physiqtl Plant Departent
QJ1iversity of .
Massachusetts at Amerst

Designer ,
Todd Richardson with
Mitchell and Associates
Landscape Architects
Portland, ME
Design Consultants

Strctural Engineer

Frederick Dzialo, PhD, PE
Hatfeld, MA
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WILLIAM SMITH CLARK MEMORIAL
..

'.

Stone was chosen because i~; speaks without a language barrier... I like
to think of stones as the bones of the earth. They're symbolic of a real
connectedness to the land. Clark was about .the land.
~ -- Todd Richardson, Landscape Designer
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6. CLAR, THE SCIENTIST: Clark received a PhD in Geology in Germany,
with a dissertation on metals found in meteorites. As professor of Chemistr at Amerst
College, Clark was deeply involved in an inovative science department. He combined
these interests as President of Massachusetts Agricultural College after being appointed
professor of horticulture and botany, wheat, barley, oats and sugar beets, all of which are
today' the basis ofHokkaido's agriculture. A technically advanced barn on the Sapporo
campus is now a national landmark.

7. CLAR, THE CITIZEN: A leading orator in his tim~ Clark was in great
demand as a speaker on" science and other topics. When the Civjl War broke out he was
commissioned a major in the 2lst Massachusetts Volunteers and retued a hero with the

rank of cOlon,el. Deeply religious, he was prominent in the First Congregational Church.
He traveled tô Hokkaido with a crate of bibles given to him by a missionary in Tokyo and
converted many of his students there to Christianity. He was the devoted father of a large'
family.

.
8. CLARK SENSEI, THE EDUCATOR: Dr. Clark was a leading member ,of the
Amerst College Faculty from 1852 to l867. While there, he was a major force in
establishing MassachusettsAgricultual College, later the University of Massachusetts,
and in 1867 was appointed its president. His experiments to improve agricultural
methods led ,to his being invited to Japan in 1876 to help found an agricultural cQ1lege

at Hokkaido, later the University of Hokkaido. Many of his students became leader.s of
the Japanese Governent. His famous exhortation, "Boys be ambitious" stil r.~sounds
throughout Japan.

9. .CLARK, THE POLITICIAN: While stil a member of the Amherst College
faculty, Clark was a prime mover in the campaign to have a land grant agrcultual
college established under the Morril Act. He represented Amerst in the legislatue for
three years, elected initially by a vote of754 to 7. When a Japanese delegation sought
advice from Horace Capron, U.S. CommiSsioner of Agriculture under President Grant,
legend has it that Capron directed them to Clark. During his stay in Japan, Clark became
a close advisor to General Kiyotaka Kuroda, Governor of the newly formed Territory of
Hokkaido and late Prime Minister of Japap.

10. To honor the 125th annivèrsary of the arrival of Wiliam S. Clark and his assistants
in Hoklmitlo,)apan 2001.
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Dedication of the Clark Memorial
The dedication of the memorial
took place on ~ctober l7, 1991.'
Chancellör Joser,h Duffey presented
an honorary degree to President
Hiroshige Tsutomu of Hokkaido
University. In his remarks, President
Hiroshige said that members of the
Japanese delegation were deeply -
moved by the symbolic garden
honoring Clark, who is revered
in Japan as "the father of modern
Japanese agriculture."

Location and description of site,
The memorial is located on a half-acre site, part of a high ridge
at the eastern gateway to the campus where the gabled Victorian
home of the Clark family once stood. The memorial çonsists
of two "outdoor rooms." The first is a grassy area defined by
a sculpted earth berm that was once ,the base ç:f a reserVoir
constructed after the Clark house burned in l890. Among the
existing tall trees at the site is a large katsura tree traditionally
thought to be a descendant of a tree brought from Hokkaido byClarlc. . '

Two stones form a gateway to the second room, which is created by circular sculptural
walls constrcted of painted rolled' steel. The eastern arc of the wall features a silhouette
of the Clark home, while ,.
the western arc features
a silhouette of the Clock
Tower in Sapporo against _
an outline ofthe mountains
visible from downtown
Sapporo. People walking

or sitting on benches
within this circle view
these Hokkaido images
against the backdrop of the
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst campus and the
hils beyond, in a manner
reflective of the Japanese
landscape and garden'

principle of "borrowed
landscape."
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Clark himself is symbolized by a large
granite boulder within a pool of white
pebb.les at the center ofthe memoriaL.
The height and angle of this stone ,
represent movement and energy out of
the confines of the space, and into the

future. From this focal point, several
narrow paths radiate beyond the circle to
sculptural wall fragments and other granite
boulders. Brass plaques commemorate
important aspects of Clark's career and
accomplishhiènts. The text of these plaques
is cited on the pages sUl?:ounding the centerfold site map.

Cherry trees symbolie Professors Wheeler, Brooks and Penhallow'

On April 30, 2001, Yamamoto Tadamichi, Consul General of Japan for New England,
gave'three cherr trees to the University of Massachusetts, Amherst to commemorate.
the l25th anniversary of Clark's arrival in Japan. T~ese were planted on the north side
of the Clark Memorial and symbolize Wheeler, Brooks and Penhallow. A small brass
plaque was placed next to them. Professor Jack Ahearn, chair of the Department of
Landscape Architectue and Regiorial Planning, was instrumental in arranging for this
gift. In October of the same year, the university hosted. Vice President Tomita Fusao
from Hokk~ido Univers'ity at a series of events to recognize the 125th anniversary of the
founding of Sapporo Agricultural College. University of Massachusetts President Wiliam
Bulger presided at a commemorative ceremony held at the Clark MemoriaL.
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The Durfee Conservatory
Tne history of Clark and the founding of
the two universities is intertined with
the history of Durfee Conservatory, which
is about a ten minute walk down the hil,
from the Clark MemoriaL. The Japanese
MAC graduates Naito (later Hori), Yuchi,
and Yamao help,ed planta garden of
Japanese plants next to Durfee soon after
its completion in l876 which is no longer
in existence.

A volume by retired Durfee director John Tristan entitled "A History of the Durfee
Conservatory: 1 867-- 1 992" provid~s Inanydetails. From Clark's perspective ,the

Durfee Conservatory and its collection were essential to MAC. It was at his urging
in l877 that offcials in Hokkaido set aside land for a similar structure and arboretum

'I'

attached to Sapporo Agricultural College. The curent glass strcture at the University

of Massachusetts, Arerst is more utilitarian than the original graceful, Victorian-style
strcture, but the aging. glass walls contain plants from the original collection, including

seven magnificent camellia trees and a number of exquisite bonsai plants. On April 13,
- 2003. the University dedicated Ars in Small Spaces-an interior garden honoring Wiliam

S. Clark, designed and built in Durfee ConservatoryN,by undergraduates in The Lively Arts
general education course.

The garden of Jayanese plants created in 1872 was the result of the friendship between
Clark and Joseph Hardy Niishima, the founder of Doshisha University in Kyoto.
Niishima was a student of Clark's while bóth were at Aierst College in 1867. Upon
his retu from Japan in 1890 Wiliam Brooks also contributed seeds from Japan

i' .,~: 1~;~ITiJl to thè area around the Durfe~ .
\.1 \lp'WtZ, Cons,ervatory. Cou.ntless University

% ' i," . of Massachusetts, Amerst
! ¡(!! students have enjoyed the botanical

collections inside and outside
Durfee, which are the result of the
work and care of Americans and
Japanese.

Selected Bibliography:
Maki, John M, Willam Smith Clark: A
Yankee in Hokkaido. Sapporo, Japan:
Hokkaido University Press~ 1996:.
Tristan; John, A History of the Durfee
Conservatory: 1867-1992. Amherst,
Massachusetts: Sara Publishing. 1992,

Art in Small Spaces Garden
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